D-Clean primitives are first class citizens which allows the coordination of a dynamical work distributions over a cluster. The computations are distributed automatically over the Grid by the middleware system. The programmer controls the computation nodes in the generated boxes and the communication on the generated channels. In order to obtain highly abstract description about how the coordination primitives work, a generic model of the executable semantics is needed. This paper provides a more general version of the simulation of the real parallel computation in the D-Clean extension of the Clean language. First, the executable semantics definition for each D-Clean primitive is given in an abstract way. Second, we describe a graphical system that generates the computation scheme visualizing the maximum amount of parallelism. Finally, we state properties of the executable description of the distributed system designed for D-Clean and D-Box.
Introduction
Distributed Clean [8, 19] , or D-Clean, is a distributed extension for Clean [16] over cluster. This parallel system was designed to coordinate functional programming tasks on a cluster using a high level coordination language parameterized by functional programming computation nodes. However, the designed coordination model can work with computations implemented in other programming languages too.
D-Clean is the top layer of the distributed system for which it was designed. It has coordinating role, and it is used to define parallel computation schemes, skeletons.
Using D-Clean the programmer indicates by a high level coordination language how a distributed computation can be placed into generated computational nodes corresponding to D-Box computation boxes connected via communication channels (buffered tools for communications).
The D-Box language is the intermediate level language, designed based on Petri nets [3] . The task of a box is to calculate the function wrapped into a node of the distributed computation graph. The boxes are compiled into Clean programs, and they communicate via channels according to well established protocols.
Channel and box generation is part of the distributed system, however here especially the boxes are ignored to focus on the definition of the semantics of the primitives of the higher level language D-Clean.
The functional computation nodes are coordinated by a well defined, relatively small number of specific D-Clean primitives, and they are applied to dataflows. The dataflows carried by the channels are typed according to the rules of the inputoutput protocols of the boxes generated for the evaluation of the computations.
The semantics of the two languages is described informally in [8] . In this paper first we give a more general and executable description of the semantics using Clean as description language abstracting from the real distributed environment and leaving out the details of the box and channel generation.
In a number of D-Clean examples high speed-up for parallelism was obtained (see in [20] the D-Clean variant of the problem described in [9] ). Here we will emphasize mainly the generic and executable description of the operational semantics of the DClean language primitives. The executable semantics allows us to depict the potential amount of parallelism graphically as well. The expected parallelism (analogously to the real distributed system) will be drawn by the graphical visualization of the boxes and channels generated in parallel for a well defined distributed computation.
The actual amount of parallelism, and hence the speed-up, depends on many factors like the order of channel creation, the amount of work on one channel, the speed of the data retrieving and data storage in the channels, the complexity of the computation described in the distributed graph. Nevertheless, the information on the potential amount of parallelism is a valuable tool in the design of D-Clean programs with good speed-ups. Therefore, the visualization of the distributed computation using the executable semantics provides a useful support when programming in the real distributed system. The paper is organized as follows: first we give the D-Clean primitives and their executable semantics, then we depict graphically D-Clean programs, and finally we formulate properties of the executable semantics of the visualized examples.
D-Clean primitives and their executable semantics
In the original distributed system a D-Clean coordination primitive usually has two parameters: a function expression (or a list of function expressions) and a sequence of input and output channels. The coordination primitives return the result dataflow on the specified output channels. The signature of the coordination primitive, i.e. the types of the input and output channels are inferred according to the type of the embedded Clean expressions.
Here in the executable semantics version we define a D-Clean primitive using the DExpr algebraic type transforming a D-Clean expression into a DFun executable expression (the string information is needed only at the visualization). Here we make some abstractions of the real distributed world ignoring the details of box generation and specifying only the established communication channels.
Therefore, the description and the sanity checks of D-Clean programs are made more easily before programming in the real distributed system. The communication channels are defined explicitly simply by numbering them. Two kind of channels can be used: single channels for one threaded communication, and multiple channels for the simulation of data transfer on several, parallel computational threads. 
The DStart and DStop primitives
The task of the DStart primitive is to start building up the distributed computation by generating the communication channels for the input dataflow of the distributed graph. It has no input channels, only output channels. The DStart primitive will take its input function together with the input dataflow and starts the computation. The results are sent to the output channels.
Each D-Clean program contains at least one DStart primitive. The functional description using Clean functions is as follows:
The other coordination primitive which must be included in any D-Clean program is the DStop primitive. The task of this primitive is to terminate all the communication channels and save the result of the computation process. It has as many input channels as the function expression requires, but it has no output channels.
Each D-Clean program contains at least one DStop primitive, and it is the final element of a D-Clean program, i.e the last element of the process network. The function for the semantics of the primitive is given as follows:
In order to assure that in any executable D-Clean program both primitives are included, we constructed a wrapper called DExec. Therefore, DExec combines immediately the DStart and the DStop mandatory primitives into one encapsulation. It lifts the "normal" world of Clean into the distributed world of D-Clean, and it is parameterized by an input dataflow and the D-Clean expression expr to be tested.
DExec together with the >>= combinator enables to write our D-Clean program simulation in monadic way (the >>= combinator renames the bind operation).
In the following we use mkFunBox for generating boxes corresponding to computation nodes:
As mentioned earlier, the boxes created by mkFunBox are running concurrently in the original distributed system. Here mkFunBox specifies that the primitive will be placed in the computational node of the generated box. The boxes are communicating via channels using well established protocols.
In the following the details of every D-Clean primitive will be given together with the executable signature.
The DApply primitive and its variants
The DApply primitive class enables to apply its parameter function(s) to the dataflow(s) of the distributed computation. Several versions are defined since they represent the core primitives of the D-Clean distributed system. The simplest one is DApply used in a single threaded computation, i.e. with one function parameter applied to a dataflow of a single input channel. However, in most of the cases the DApply primitive is used when multiple threads are needed in the computation, illustrated in our executable semantics by the MCh type of the channels.
The multiple function application can be done in two variants. The first variant, DApplyN, is the most general one. It may apply different function expressions on different dataflows of separated computation threads.
The function sequence to be applied is given in a list of expressions, specified as [DExpr a b]. The primitive operates analogously to the zip function, i.e. it takes one function expression from the sequence of functions and applies it to its corresponding pair dataflow from the inflows list of inputs. Obviously the length of the two sequences should be equal in order to have proper function and dataflow matching. As the multiple channel input datatype suggests, the input dataflows are flowing on separated computational threads. If a thread is only taking the dataflow from the input channel transferring it to the output channel, without performing an operation on it, then the id function should be mentioned in the list of functions on the corresponding position of the computation thread.
The second variant, DApply1 applies the same function parameter n times on different computation threads each one with its own dataflow, i.e. each channel operates on different dataflows. From the definition it can be observed, that it uses the most general variant DApplyN repeatedly applying the same dexpr on the input dataflows. However, this repetition is a simulation of concurrent function application on separate computation threads.
The DApply special cases
Derived from distributed application experiences, several special DApply primitive cases where handy, therefore we defined them as separated primitives with their own names. In the executable semantics version we could define them using one of the DApply variants.
The DMap utility primitive together with DMap2 are basic distributed map operations, while DReduce, DProduce and DFilter are DApply utility primitives with some restrictions.
The DMap utility primitives
DMap is the distributed version of the well known standard map library function. The D-Clean variant is a computational node which applies the parameter expression to every element of the incoming dataflow. The parameter function of a DMap must be an elementwise processable function.
It can be observed, that DMap is a special case of DApply, where a fun parameter is applied on a single thread (i.e. it has single channel input).
For multiple channel input, the DMap2 primitive is defined. Due to its multiplicity property, it can be expressed easily using the DApply1 primitive with concurrent application of the fun parameter on n different threads with own dataflows on the channel input.
The DApply utility primitives with restrictions
The following three utility primitives are special cases of DApply with some type restrictions for input dataflows.
DReduce is one of the utility primitives. A valid expression for DReduce has to reduce the dimension of the input dataflows, i.e. the input is a list of dataflows transformed into one dataflow as for output.
The opposite of the DReduce is the DProduce utility primitive, in which the DFun parameter expression has to increase the dimension of the output dataflows, it simply transforms the one input dataflow into a list of dataflows.
DFilter is a special case of DApply in a different way compared to the above primitives. It is filtering the input dataflow according to a filter (boolean) expression analogously to the filter Clean function.
The DDivide primitive
The DDivide primitive has a DFun expression as parameter, which splits the input dataflow into several parts according to a divider parameter function. After splitting, it broadcasts the input dataflows on different computation threads with their own computational tasks. The main type feature of a division is given in the type of the channel parameters: the input dataflow is transferred on a single channel, while the output will be transferred on a multiple channel. It can be observed, that all the output dataflows have the same type.
The DDivideD version determines dynamically the number of computation threads it needs to sparkle, and it transfers the dataflows to them.
DDivideS is a static divider. This primitive is called a static divider since the number of threads (n) is known at compilation time, and it is given as parameter to the dataflow divider function.
The DMerge primitive
The counterpart of the DDivide is the DMerge primitive, which collects the input dataflows from input channels of a multiple channel, and builds up the only one output dataflow for the single channel of the output thread. All the input channels must have the same type.
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The above two primitives are extremely used when distribution or collection of dataflows are needed in the distributed computations.
Primitive compositions
In the original D-Clean system we have designed composed language primitives as well, and they are defined in the executable semantics model too. A typical example is the DLinear primitive, for easier composition in pipeline of the primitives:
The primitive is used especially in data driven skeletons, where the amount of data and the number of composed functions are determining the type of the problem implementation.
Vizualization
The visualization of the execution of the D-Clean programs in distributed system are very important when analyzing the results of the executions and when debugging the complex distributed programs.
The executable semantics provides a tool for understanding how the distributed computation is done, leaving out the middleware details: the generation of boxes for the computational nodes and channels for the communications. The distributed programs can be drawn and visualized graphically for testing the semantics of its execution before applying it in the real distributed system. For each language primitive we provided such visualization, which enables more flexible distributed program creation.
Let us consider the well known farm skeleton example. Here we illustrate the problem using our visualization method by computing in parallel simple tasks.
After a DMap operation is done on the input dataflow, the master computation node applies a static division. On each sparkled threads individual operations are done by worker nodes, after which the subresults are merged by the master node again. In its visualization (see Figure 1. ) we can observe how the input dataflow is divided into 3 parts between the workers, which perform their own individual tasks. At the end, the master collects the subresults into a final dataflow. More skeleton examples can be found in [19] .
Some properties and transformations
Since channels behave in some sense similar to lists, we can apply a number of listlike transformations. These transformations can be used to change the operational behaviour of D-Clean programs as well as to introduce new channels.
For list we have equivalencies like for instance map f o map g ≡ map (f o g) (see [4] for more list properties). The denotational semantics of both language constructs are equal, which implies that for all functions f and g and for all argument lists these expressions produce the same result. Nevertheless, there is an operational differ-ence since map f o map g produces an intermediate list which is omitted in map (f o g) . Hence, the later expression is expected to be operationally more efficient.
Similarly to this list transformation we can change the number of functions operating on channels by the following transformation:
This effect can also be achieved when we apply several different functions to the channels using the transformation:
In a similar way we can transform combinations of DApplyN and DApply into a single application of DApplyN.
and conversely we can have:
The last transformation we show here covers the lifting of an ordinary list processing function in Clean to a channel processing construct over n channels in D-Clean.
The transformations applied to a code should always preserve the semantics defined in section 2.
Related work
Several related works can be enumerated with different common aspects.
Earlier the parallel and distributed computations in Clean where reported in two PhD thesis: [11] and [18] . The first one tests Clean programs on parallel supercomputers, while the second is based on concurrent evaluation of parts of a function inside one computer using parallel function evaluation annotations. Our approach in the D-Clean system emphasizes the evaluation and coordination of separated Clean programs running on different computers of a cluster.
The executable semantics of iTasks introduced in Clean is present in the iTasks and iData property-testings using the model-based test tool G∀st of [12] ), while fully automatic testing with functions as specifications are in [13] . iTasks are programmed web-based coordinated by a centralized server application. The D-Clean programs are placed into computational boxes operating using Petri nets rules. Several other functional languages have different type of parallel computations (e.g. Eden [1] and [2] , or JoCaML [6] ). The comparison of parallel functional languages of Haskell dialects are done in [14] and tested on clusters in [15] . They are based on different inherent process definitions, while our approach uses the separately distributed, individually executable programs.
Two research books are important for the literature of skeletons: [7] and [17] . The first one illustrates several functional programming skeleton applications, while the second one is more a theoretical approach of the topic. The main feature of the D-Clean system is the distributed skeleton application on clusters, not present in the above two books.
The parallel dataflow problems and a comparison for their implementation can be found in [10] . Our dataflow programming is more complex. The distributed environment uses two coordination languages for dataflow manipulations on two different layers of the system using middleware services.
The graphical functional dataflow language designed to visualize algorithms and their execution is present for example in NiMo (Nets In Motion) [5] . Our visualization for executable semantics is more focussing on explaining the details of the meaning of the D-Clean language primitives.
Conclusions
In this paper we had given an executable semantics for the D-Clean in more general way. The D-Clean extension of Clean is a coordination language used for distributed programming on clusters. The functional description of the primitives enables to understand what is computed and how the computation is done in the real distributed system of the D-Clean.
The graphical visualization can be used to depict the amount of work made in the parallel execution, where the computations are made in the nodes (boxes) and the communications on channels. Finally, we have formulated properties of the executable definition of the semantics for D-Clean primitives.
